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From elite research to army of tinkerers 

 

The NeXT bIG NexT symbol by Ehud Heller. Original background photo Designed by Kjpargeter 

This is the human face of the NeXT bIG NexT, representing the 

multi-generation DNA evolution of knowledge 

Original author: Ehud Heller (medium.com/@EitanCapital) 

At Eitan Capital, we believe in visionary research but not at the expense of practical 

implementation. We strive to find the ones who are willing to think big and take risks. 

We do not hesitate on fighting for daring entrepreneurs who continue to push the 

boundaries of technology in order to produce game-changing breakthroughs, ones that 

disrupt the global technological order, but at the same time taking actions to solve real-

world problems that embody the “lean startup” manifesto: fail fast, fail early, and fail 

often.  

Sir Isaiah Berlin, one of the most distinguished political theorist of the 20th century, 

equated "Hedgehogs" as Monists and "Foxes" as Pluralists. While the hedgehog tries 

to match new information to existing knowledge patterns (current vendor), the fox 

adjusts and creates new patterns based on up-to-date information. Elite researchers 

tend to act more as agile foxes, who create understanding and action through 

movement between a wide variety of things and associations, perceive reality as always 

in a state of change, integrate new sources of knowledge and experiential experience, 

developing new explanatory theories and new methods of action. But, once a 
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fundamental breakthrough has been publicized, the center of gravity quickly shifts to 

an army of tinkerers – engineers, acting as "Hedgehogs" with enough expertise to apply 

the technology to different real-world problems and customer needs. 

Mass electrification exemplified this process. Following Thomas Edison’s research, the 

field rapidly shifted to thousands of engineers everywhere who began tinkering with 

electricity, using it to power new devices and reorganize industrial processes. Those 

tinkerers didn’t have to break fundamentally new ground like Edison. They just had to 

know enough about how electricity worked to turn its power into useful and profitable 

machines. While research takes time and requires a fostering culture that encourages 

fearless exploration, free of any pressure and social norm such as regulation, successful 

implementation depends on impregnable business models, rapid embracement of new 

products and paradigms, product quality and data. In many cases there is a need to 

add government support to this equation, such as legitimize a burgeoning industry and 

techno-utilitarian policy, which allows unproven technology to be launched early and 

quickly with infrastructure-building when needed.   

 

Continues learning memory for Multi-Agent in Multi-Dimensional activity spaces (© Ehud Heller)   

The uniqueness of Eitan Capital's activity is the magical combination of forward 

thinking, moving on the axis between the foxes and the hedgehogs, and between basic 

interdisciplinary research and agile entrepreneurship. All this with an emphasis on the 

architecture of open software systems that gives free expression to the individual's 

creative intelligence for the benefit of the community along operational simplicity that 

lowers entry barriers for diverse populations in order to promote social and 

employment mobility. This is the NeXT bIG NexT for a better world. 
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